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An investigation is made of the polarization effects in the rr - e ( 11) + v + y decay for the V, A 
variants of weak direct interaction. Selection rules are found for the correlations of longitud
inal polarizations of spin of the decay products. It is shown that the electrons (positrons) 
corresponding to the diagrams a and b (Fig. 1) are longitudinally polarized in opposite di
rections. By measuring the energy spectrum of electrons (positrons) and the angular distri
bution of photons (electrons) alone it is possible to verify the correctness of the selection 
rules obtained and to get information about the predominance of V - A and V + A variants of 
weak interaction. Such information cannot be obtained from the photon energy distribution. 

l. The decay of rr± mesons in the rr - e( v) + v 
+ y mode was considered in many papers [1- 9]. 

This decay was investigated in [1- 3] with account 
of longitudinal polarization of the decay-product 
spin and the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
electron (muon) for the S and P variants of the 
interaction in accord with diagram a (Fig. 1). The 
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FIG. 1. Decay diagrams 

investigations show that the calculation results do 
not depend on this case on the interaction mecha
nism [4- 10]. The tensor variant for this process, 
without account of the decay-product polarization, 
was investigated in C7' 11 J. Radiative decay of rr± 
mesons was investigated in [5•7- 9] both in accord 
with diagram a and in accord with diagram b 
(Fig. 1), without account of polarized states of the 
particles. It was shown in these papers that the 
matrix element describing the emission of a pho
ton in accord with diagram b has a vector and 
axial-vector form, while the vector variant in ac
cord with diagram a vanishes identically. 

We investigate in the present paper the rr 
- e ( 11) + v + y decay with account of longitudinal 
polarization of the spin of the produced fermions 
and gamma quanta for the V ± A variants of weak 
direct interaction. 

The Hamiltonian of the interaction of the pion 
field with the spinor field and the gamma -quantum 
field can be written as (see [5, 7-9]) 

' 8<p - ei · ' 
H = ·ax('ljl,O~''Ijlv)-lic- cpA 1,('\jle01,'\jlv). 

I' ' 

Here cp, 1/Je, 1/Jv, and A11 are respectively the field 
operators of the pion, electron, neutrino, and pho
ton, while 0 11 and 0~ are matrices that determine 
the type of the interaction; the first and second 
terms describe pion decay in accord with the first 
and second diagrams, respectively. 

Radiative pion decay in accord with diagram a, 
with account of longitudinal polarization of the de
cay product spin, was considered by us earlier [1- 3]. 

Vaks and Ioffe [ 5] have shown that these diagrams 
do not interfere when moe - 0. We therefore con
fine ourselves here to a detailed examination of 
diagram b only, and compare the results obtained 
with the corresponding results for diagram a. 

The probability of pion decay in accord with dia
gram b is determined by the formula 

- e2ko" x (dsx) (dsk) 2 
dW -- (Z:n:Js n?c IS I b (k0"- K- kv- x), 

S = u; {bgv ( p1aa; H- agA a[na+]} Uv, (1)* 

where k0 = m 0c/li is the rest mass of the particle, 
cliK and lik are the energy and momentum of the 
fermion, cliK and liK are the energy and momen
tum of the photon, n is a unit vector in the direc
tion of K, ae is the photon polarization vector, 
a and b are structural constants for the pion, 
ue and uv are the spinor amplitudes of the elec-

*[na] = n x a. 
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tron (positron) and the neutrino, while p1 and 0' 

are four-row Dirac matrices. 
The longitudinal polarization of the fermion 

spin is characterized by an eigenvalue s = ± 1 of 
the projection operator ap/l pI, while the circular 
polarization of the photon is described by the vec
tor [12-15] 

ae = (q + il [nq]) I y2, (2) 

where q is a unit vector perpendicular to the di
rection of photon motion. 

2. The calculations yield for the decay proba
bility 

e'a'g~1 xko~ a 3 2 
dW = (ZJt) "li'c (d x) (d k) (sv - l'A) { 1 - ~ cos 8 cos 8 1 

- ssv(~- cos8 cos8 1) + lsv (cos8 1 - cos8) 

+ Is (cos 8 -~cos 8 1)} o (k 0"- K- kv- x), 

where 

~ = kl K = vic, 'A = bgvlagA, cos 8 = xk/xk, 
cos8 1 = xkvlxkv; 

(3) 

s and sv characterize the total longitudinal polar
ization of the electron and neutrino spin, l = 1 
corresponds to right-hand circular polarization 
of the photon, and l = - 1 to left-hand polarization. 

In summing over all the polarization particle 
states, formula (3) goes over into the correspond
ing expression given in [5•9J. (We note, however, 
that the electron energy spectrum obtained thereby 
[see formula (6) of the present paper] does not 
coincide with the results of Vaks and Ioffe [5], but 
agrees with the result of Bludman and Young [9].) 

Calculations show (see, for example, [iS]) that 
in radiative 1r -- J1 decay the internal bremsstrahl
ung dominates over the structural radiation, while 
the converse is true for the 1r -- e decay. This 
circumstance was demonstrated experimentally 
for the 1r -- J1 decay in [i7J, where it is empha
sized that the existence of a radiative 1r - J1 de
cay can be regarded as finally proved. In addition, 
the electrons (positrons ) produced in radiative 
decay will have limiting relativistic velocities, for 
which states with total longitudinal polarization 
of the electron (positron) spin should actually be 
realized ( ap-correlation). We therefore confine 
ourselves here to a discussion of radiative 1r -- e 
decay only. 

Integrating (3) with respect to the photon and 
electron energies we obtain for the angular dis
tribution of the photons (electrons ) 1l 

!)The results are presented here and henceforth in the 

approximation koe/K -> 0 (or moe -. 0). 

+ (1 -a) (45- 63 a+ 24 a2 - 2a3) In (1 -a) 

+ ls [a (25- ~a+ ~ a2 - .2_ a3 ) 2 3 12 

+ (1 -a) (25- 27a + 6a2)In(1 -a)], (4) 

where 

dQ = sin8d8d<p, a = sin2 (8/2), A = (eagAk0,/rrnc)2 • 

Summing over the spin states of the electrons 
(positrons) and photons, we obtain from (4) for 
arbitrary A. 

_ Akg,dn 
dW(a)=~ 

x[{ (1 + 'A 2) [a ( 45- 1~ 1 a+ 48a2 - ~~ aa) 

+ (1 -a) (45- 63 a+ 24 a2 - 2a3) In (1 -a) J 
+ 2A [a (25 -~a + ~ a 2 - 2 a3 ) 2 3 12 

+ (1 -a) (25-27a+ 6a2) In (1 -a)]}. (4') 

If the decay is in accord with diagram a, we ob
tain for the angular distribution of the photons 
(electrons) the formula 

A1k0,dQ 
dW1 (a, l, s) = ~ (1 + SSv) 

x {a + (1 -a) In (1 -a) 

+ 2a2 (1-a) (In 1 _ 1 -1) 
Ymax 

+ ls la (1 -2a) + (1 -a) In (1-a)l}. (5) 

It follows from (4) and (5) that for diagram b 
the longitudinal polarization of the electrons ( posi
trons) has a trend that is common to all weak in
teraction processes: the positrons are polarized 
in the direction of the motion ( s+ = 1, sv = -1 ), 
while the electrons are polarized oppositely ( s_ 
= -1, sv = 1 ), whereas for diagram a we en
counter a case which is unusual for weak V, A 
interaction, namely that the electron spin is ori
ented along its momentum, while the positron-spin 
orientation is opposite. 

It must also be noted that when A. = 1 the pho
tons of diagram b can have only one polarization 
direction: in 1r+ decay the photons should be po
larized only along the motion ( l = 1, ls = + 1), 
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while in 1r- decay they should be polarized against 
the motion ( l = - 1, ls = + 1). When 71. = - 1 we 
have the opposite situation. On the other hand, if 
71. -;e. 1 [18- 22 ], then the produced photons, for ex
ample in 1r- decays, can have both right-hand and 
left-hand circular polarization. 

An experimental verification of these selection 
rules could be made by measuring the angular dis
tribution and the energy spectrum of the electrons 
(photons) or positrons (Figs. 2 and 3), since the 

n(cos 8) 

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of electrons (photons) from 
the"±-> e± + v + y decay. The curves correspond: 1) to the 
V + A variant (diagram b), 2) to the case ls = 1, 3) to summa
tion over the spin states, 4) to the case ls = -1 (diagram a). 

FIG. 3. Energy distribution of electrons (positrons) of the 
1T± -> e± + v + y decay. The curves correspond: 1) to the V + A 
variant, 2) to the V-A variant (diagram b), 3) to the case 
ls = -1, 4) to the case ls = 1, 5) to summation over the spin 
states (diagram a). 

form of the distribution curves is uniquely deter
mined by the direction of the polarization of the 
emerging particles. In fact, the electrons (posi
trons) should in this process, on the one hand, be 
polarized completely along their momentum, and 
on the other, if the assumption 71. = + 1 (- 1) is 
correct, their spin direction should be fixed. For 
example, curve 1 of Fig. 3 corresponds to cases 
in which the electrons (positrons) and photons 
are polarized circularly in a left-hand (right-hand) 
direction ( ls = + 1 ), and curve 2 corresponds to 
cases in which the electrons (positrons) have 
left-hand (right-hand) polarization while the 
photons have right-hand (left-hand) circular 
polarization ( ls = - 1). As regards the energy 

distribution of the photons, it is independent of 
the particle spin states [see formula (8)]. 

It follows from (4) and (4') that when 71. = 1 we 
get dW( a) = { dW( a)} ls=1 for the V +A variant, 
which corresponds to the corresponding expres
sion of Bludman and YoungC9J, and when 71. = -1 
we get dW(a) = {dW(a)}zs=-1 for the V-A 
variant. The dependence of the quantity n71.=1 (cos 8) 
=dWA.=tfNdn on cos 8 is shown in Fig. 2 (curve 1). 2> 
The same figure shows the dependence ni (cos (J) 

= dWIINidn calculated from (5) for different l 
(curves 2,3,4). Here N =Akg1r/2 6 and NI 
= Aiko1r/2 5• 

It follows from the curves corresponding to the 
V +A and V-A variants that if the 1r± meson de
cay is produced via the V +A interaction, then the 
decay photons should be emitted predominantly at 
angles close to (J = 1r; on the other hand, if the de
cay is via the V - A interaction the angles should 
be close to 8 = 0. Curves 2-4 show that accord
ing to diagram a the photons are also emitted at 
small angles. Consequently, in the region 1r/2 :s (J 

:s 1r we can distinguish the vector variant from the 
axial-vector one, whereas in the region 0 :s e :s 1r/2 
both diagrams give results of similar character. It 
is possible that a determination of the value of the 
1r-decay constants will permit the character of the 
decay to be made more exact. 

3. Integrating (3) over the photon angles and en
ergies, we obtain the electron energy spectrum 

d ( l ) _ nAkg, 2 2 w y, 's - ~ y dy (1 - ssv) (sv- [).) 

x\{o _ y)2 + Y~ 

+ ls ( 1 - 2y + ~ y2 ) } , 

where y = 2k/ko1f• 
On the other hand, in the case of diagram a, 

energy spectrum of the electrons has the form 

:n:A1k0" { 2y ( 4y2 
) dW (y, l, s) = - 25-(1 + SSv) dy 1 _ Y In d2 -2 

4y2 [(4y2) + ( 1 - y) In tf!(t __ y) + ls 2 In d2 -1 

4y2 Jl - (1 - y) In d2 (1 - y) f• 

where 

2lBy rotating curve 1 through 180° about the point 

(6) 

the 

(7) 

cos (J = 0 we readily obtain the curve corresponding to 
dWt.= _tfNdn. The curves obtained (like the curves 1 and 2 
on Fig. 3) describe the angular (energy) distributions of both 
electrons and positrons, inasmuch as ls = 1 for both "± de
cays (see above). 
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y = 2k/k0n, d = 2k0/k0,. 

From (6) we get 

dW (y) = {dW (y)}ts=1 

when A. = 1 and 

dW (y) = {dW (y)},s=-1 

when A. = - 1. The dependence of the quantities 

nt.=1 (y) = dW~.=1/(N/2n)dy, 

nt.=-1 (y) = dW,,=_1 / (N/3n:) dy 

on y is shown in Fig. 3 (curves 1 and 2). The same 
figure shows curves for 

n1 (y) =dW1 (y) I (N 1/n:) dy 

at different values of l (curves 3, 4, 5). The energy 
distribution of the electrons (positrons) in the case 
of the V +A and V - A interaction variants are 
essentially different. In the V +A case the distri
bution curve (curve 1) is symmetrical about the 
point y = 0. 5; the decay electrons are emitted 
predominantly with energy in the interval 0.3 ::s y 
:::; 0. 7. On the other hand, the distribution curve 
obtained for the V-A interaction (curve 2) is 
similar in character to the curves of diagram a. 
In this case the electrons emitted should have an 
energy close to maximal (y ~ 1 ), while the prob
ability of electron emission with energy less than 
y = 0.5 is insignificant. 

4. As a result of integrating (3) over the emis
sion angles and energies of the electrons we ob
tain the energy spectrum of the pion decay photons 

n:Ak3 

dW (x, l, s) = 3 _ 2~" (I - ssv) (sv- l'A)2x3 (1 - x) dx, (8) 

where x = 2K/ko7T· The photons are radiated for the 
most part with energies in the region 0. 7 :::; x ::s 0.8. 
The emission of such hard gamma rays indicates 
that the decay occurs more readily via V + A 
rather than V - A interaction, inasmuch as in the 
latter cases the photons emitted should be softer, 
as is the case for diagram a. [SJ 

Consequently, an experimental measurement of 
the energy spectrum of the photons, of the sign of 
polarization of the electrons and positrons cannot 
yield any information whatever on whether the 
V +A or the V-A variant of weak interaction 
predominates in the radiative decay of pions. Such 
information can be obtained, as in the verification 
of the selection rules, by measuring the energy 
spectrum of the electrons (positrons ) and angular 
distribution of the photons (electrons, positrons) 
of the decay. Although radiative 7T - e decay is 
a rare process, the formulas (4)-(8) derived in 
this paper for the angular and energy distributions, 
with account of longitudinal polarization of the fer
mion and gamma-quantum spins, can be used in 

addition in future experiments on the study of po
larization correlations. Longitudinal polarization 
of electrons can be measured by investigating the 
circular polarization of bremsstrahlung produced 
by a longitudinally polarized electron in the Cou
lomb field of the nucleus, while circular polariza
tion of gamma quanta can be measured by the 
Compton effect on polarized electrons (see [18 ]). 

Finally, we note that if we take in (5), (7), and 
(8) the sum over the spin states of the electron and 

r5] photon, we obtain the results of Vaks and Ioffe L • 

The authors are grateful to Prof. A. A. Sokolov 
and B. K. Kerimov for valuable remarks made 
during a discussion of this paper. 
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